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Part I: history

John Kay

The history of innovation
In 1733, his patent of the fly shuttle to start
the machine revolution.
In 1747, he threatened parliament if they
would not do anything in 3 days to stop
pirating, he would leave.
In 1753, locals refused to pay and machine
breakers raided his house.

Ruined by the cost of litigation and hated,
he died soon in France as a pauper.

James Watt

The history of innovation
In 1698, the patent by Thomas Savery as a
pump in mines.
In 1769, James Watt patents the condenser.
By 1800, he had a 60% market share.

Around 1800 power separates from the
pump: general purpose innovation in
industry and transport.

Society and economy in modern Britain 1700-1850, R. Brown

"I have been branded with folly and madness for
attempting what the world calls impossibilities,
and even from the great engineer, the late Mr.
James Watt, who said to an eminent scientific
character still living, that I deserved hanging for
bringing into use the high-pressure engine. This
so far has been my reward from the public; but
should this be all, I shall be satisfied by the great
secret pleasure and laudable pride that I feel in
my own breast from having been the instrument
of bringing forward and maturing new principles
and new arrangements of boundless value to my
country. However much I may be straitened in
pecunary circumstances, the great honour of
being a useful subject can never be taken from
me, which to me far exceeds riches". - Richard
Trevithick in a letter to Davies Gilbert

Richard Trevithick

George Stephenson

The history of innovation
In 1829, Stephenson won the first prize in a contest.
In 1821, Englishman, Julius Griffiths had
patented a passenger road locomotive.
In 1804, the first automotive locomotive had
been built by Richard Trevithick.
Already in 1672, father Verbiest at Beijing
Father Verbiest at Bejing 1672
had designed the first automotive vehicle.
The history of the railroad gave rise to so
many inventions that patents are less
than this competition.
The railroad lead to stronger nations,
giving the nation railroad rhythm
business corporations,
expansion up to the ends of the world,
and it ended strong societal separation.
The railway station: a social history, J Richards & JM MacKenzie

The rocket of Stephenson 1829

Thomas Edison

The history of innovation

Electricity …
decouples fuel from application.
decouples energy from locus.
mass delivers an 1 - N service.

Letter of ms Lathrop to Thomas Edison
The role of electricity in industrial development N. Rosenberg

The history of innovation
These 4 general purpose technologies are widely used in many
ways, improved incrementally, and first replace than add.
Invention in general and general purpose technologies
specifically strike emotion.
The general purpose technologies deliver (oversold) promises
but in the end they deliver new levels of efficiency.
Patents play an important role in their successes, yet the
railroad grew crowd sourcing (by a competition).
The general purpose technologies break unities and unite
hitherto disconnected components. Hence they restructure.
General purpose technologies are followed by the rise of new
institutions, new persons, and new societies.
Modeling ICT as a general purpose technology, M. Vuijlsteke, P. Guerrieri, P. Carlo Padaon

Likewise ICT …
ICT is first used to automate the old idiom.
… and only then to innovate and accept the new.
[Recently productivity was shown to improve by IT.]
ICT decouples formal from intuitive reasoning
ICT decouples information from physics, time, place
ICT generates 1 – N, new business and societal change
Only at the end of all this, ICT delivers quality

Erik Brynjolfsson, The Productivity Paradox of Information Technology, Comm ACM 1993
Robert Solow, New York Review of Books, July 12, 1987
Erik Brynjolfsson, The IT productivity GAP, Optimize July 2003

Part II: history of current day
ICT impact on general practitioners
ICT impact on the judicial system
ICT impact on term-paper writing
ICT impact on science
ICT impact on what is on television
ICT impact on groceries
ICT impact on pharmacy
ICT impact on architecture

The impact on GPs
GP as a process

the impact of ICT
None (Is this hardcore of GP?)
off-hours much better informed
1.a symptoms
use of protocols
only better informed if coded
.b patient history
oma = otitis media acute?
2. diagnosis
= rouwverwerking?
3.a hospital
dermatology diagnostic service
.b therapy
largely automated letters
4. treatment
better informed and coded
alarm for cocktails of medicines
diabetes repetitive treatment

The impact on GPs
GP as a process

the impact of ICT

5. administration
judicial pressure is already felt
.a patient record
within profession
.b coding for audit
healthcare system pressure
.c documenting quality
diabetes repetitive treatment
.d of administration
.e billing
healthcare system pressure
employers, patients, …
largely automatic

The impact on GP
ICT made the art of GP more systematic
… especially later stages (therapy and administration)
ICT made an efficient system out of the process
… the hole was filled immediately by the system
ICT improved the quality of documentation
… to be used by others and the health care system
ICT improved quality
… that has permitted a system change
ICT is starting to work the chains
… for the better

The impact on judicial system
In strong contrast to the judicial system:
ICT-project GPS, Geintegreerd Proces Systeem
1999 Decision College van Procureurs Generaal
2003 First implementation failed
2007 Second implementation of parts
2009 First paperless session of DA in court
Chaos at the system level,
… yet at professional side:
1985 Digital jurisprudence by Kluwer
2009 Speech recognition in Almelo court
Het OM en geautomatiseerde gegevensuitwisseling in de strafrechtketen, P. Langbroek, M. Tjaden
Website OM

The impact on science
Theory &
Knowledge

Applied
…

Human–Machine Interaction
Modeling &
Simulation
Modeling &
Simulation

Simulation
Analysis of more data
Citing more papers

Knowledge
Analysis
Database

Analysis &
Mining

Middleware Sensor
Network
Compute
Experiment &
Observation

Faster percolation ideas
Mastering complexity
- mapping the genome
- mapping economy

The impact on term-paper writing

Paper #048808 :: The Invention of the Steam Engine
Buy and instantly download this paper now
Looks at the impact the invention of the steam engine had on society.
Written in 2004; 1,069 words; 1 source; MLA; $ 37.95
Paper Summary:
This paper explores the ways in which the invention of the steam engine revolutionized family
life, social welfare, the acquisition of basic goods, transportation, and where people lived.
Both the initial negative impact of the steam engine and the eventual positive impact of its
advent are discussed.
From the Paper:
• "Before the invention of the steam engine and the advent of the industrial revolution,
families were self-sustaining. They produced the food they ate, the clothes they wore,
and the furniture in their homes. Sometimes craftspeople specialized, so one person in a
village might be potter while another might be a tinker. Sometimes people sold their
hand-made goods at a local market to acquire cash, so they could buy from other
craftspeople; in other cases they bartered."
Tags: pump coal water fuel iron steel pressure pistons power textile loom steam-operated
mills locomotives

Impact on what is on television
Since 2008, Beeld & Geluid, archive of broadcasts, is digital.

The number of requests has doubled.

The impact on groceries
Auction in the Netherlands is practically gone.

The logistics of the Greenery has replaced it by contracts.
They have reinvented and re-implemented new chains.

As a consequence, vegetables are no longer removed
[doorgedraaid]. Hence, vegetables are not so fresh.

The impact on pharmacy
This pill is famous

.

Chantix, because it comes with a service, Getquit:
+ live coaches
+ support groups
+ 24/7 response
+ evening check-in calls … the works …
Anything will turn into a service. Especially when combined
with personal data feedback on time, place of
consumption, appreciation.

The impact on architecture

Mass individualization in supply by chain-integration.

The impact on architecture
Compare with a century ago:

The impact on architecture

Mastering complexity of design.

The impact on architecture

The power of mechanical computation.

The impact on architecture

To convince the commissioner.

The impact on architecture
ICT integrates supply-chain
visible in glass and surface products
ICT handles much larger design complexity
breaks symmetry and the square in design
ICT handles more complex mechanical computation
daring constructions
ICT promotes WYSIWYG design
more emphasis on useability and communication

A few notes
From history … that ICT leads to decoupling
From all … that ICT impact is slow even when all use it
From GP … that ICT causes new chains
and that these chain are to the benefit of someone else
From the judicial … some disciplines start at personal support,
others start at the system end.
From architecture … that ICT brings design into overdrive
From pharmacy … that ICT opens the door to personal service
From … that spending in quality in ICT pays off, in the end.
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Abstract
If one raises the question to people how ICT has influenced their profession, they tend to
answer that everything goes faster, cheaper, more expensive, or slower, in other
words that answer on the impact ICT had on the processes underlying their
profession. This could be called the automation ICT brings. That aspect of ICT is
important if not decisive to many professionals. It has delivered digital prosperity to
us.
Let’s try to take one step further. Imagine a spaceship arrives from a remote planet. The
pilot tries to figure out what the state is of the civilization below. From the pyramids,
he deduces that the inhabitants have discovered wheels, some math, and the social
structures needed to build large structures. From the Eiffel tower, he is likely to
deduce that the planet has mastered the laws of Newton and the principles of
computable static mechanics.
So the question is: What is the tangible impact of ICT? On the face of the earth, can we
see already see the impact of ICT? And, what is the impact of ICT on the end-result in
professional disciplines? Will architects build different buildings? Will judges deliver
different sentences? Will groceries be any different? Will general physicians engage
in different therapies?
The final answer to this question will come from future history. Meanwhile we live with the
history of innovation, particularly of the general purpose technologies and how they
came about, and we compare that to impressions and small facts on the already
unmistaken impact of ICT in the world.

